This annual report is prepared by the EPFL Library to highlight the main services provided in 2017 toward the IC community. The liaison librarian is the privileged contact person at the Library. Her mission is to collect your needs and make sure the library provides relevant services for the IC community.
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ACQUISITION EXPENSES

78’500 CHF
75% for online collections

RESEARCH DATA SUPPORT

4 IC teams supported
[Research data management expertise and tools, DMP creation and review, ...]

1 dedicated SNSF Data Management Plan workshop organized for the IC community

PUBLISH SUPPORT: GOLD OPEN ACCESS FUND EXTENDED TO CONFERENCE VENUES

“(...)In Computer Science conferences rather than journals represent the primary avenues for peer-reviewed research publication, and conference registration fees rather than article publication fees represent the publisher’s primary income source to cover peer review and publication costs. In recognition of this peculiarity of Computer Science, the EPFL Library’s Open Access Fund has been extended to support open access conference publication.” Read more

10 IC articles and conference venues [such as CVPR, WWW] published with a financial contribution from the Library Gold Open Access fund

INFOSCIENCE

55 IC laboratories* - 5 new units created

>14’900 records* - annual increase +430

* cumulative on December 31, 2017

TRAINING SESSIONS: FROM RESEARCH TO PUBLICATION

7 EDIC PhD students took part to the PhD seminar Read more
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